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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall study the existence of the bounded nonconstant 
solution of the differential equation 
Llw-~~vw/2+~w~~-‘w-w/(p-I)=o (1.1) 
in R”, nz=-2 withp>p,, where pC = (n + 2)/(n - 2) is the critical Sobolev 
space exponent for IL?“, y . VW = I,“= 1 yj(8w/8yj). Equation (1.1) is derived 
from the heat equation 
u,-Au- lulp-‘u=o (1.2) 
which, because of the superlinearity of the nonlinear term, has the property 
that an initially bounded solution may become infinite in finite time, i.e., its 
solutions may blow up in finite time. The reader is refered to [2,4, 51 and 
the references given there for the study of blow-up of solutions to (1.2) and 
related topics. In particular, Giga and Kohn made the key observation in 
[4] and [S] that, if we assume a solution u of (1.2) blows up at the point 
x=0 when t+ T>O and let 
w(y) = L,,yl (T- tp-‘) u(x, t), 
where y=x/(T-t) , ‘I2 then w, the “backward self-similar solution” of the 
heat equation, satisfies (1.1). Thus, the study of differential equation (1.1) 
is very important in our understanding of the exact behaviour of solutions 
of (1.2) near blow-up time. Indeed, Giga and Kohn proved in [4] that 
(1.1) has no nontrivial globally bounded solutions for n = 1, 2, or n > 2, 
p Q pC except the two constant solutions 
WC +P, (1.3) 
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where /I = l/(p - 1). Using this fact they gave a characterization of 
asymptotic behaviours of solutions of (1.2) near the blow-up time. More 
recently, Bebernes and Eberly [ 1 ] showed that for radially symmetric solu- 
tions of (1.2) on a ball with initial data satisfying ZQ, > 0, du, + u6 > 0, the 
blow-up is asymptotically like the constant solution of (1.1) even for 
p > pC. However, Giga [3] has recently shown that (1.1) does have a 
radially symmetric bounded solution if the term w/(p - 1) is replaced by 
aw, a > l/(p - l), n > 2 and p < pC. In addition, he showed that if 
a < l/(p - 1) and p < pC, then there are no radially symmetric solutions. 
In this paper, we shall study, in contrast, Problem (1.1) with parameter 
range p >pC and consider the radially symmetric solutions w  which are 
functions of the variable r only where r = 1 yl, so (1.1) becomes in this case 
(1.4) 
A bounded solution of (1.4) must satisfy the initial conditions 
w(O)=aER, w’(0) = 0. (1.5) 
The standard theory of initial value problems implies the existence of 
such a solution in a neighbourhood of the origin. However, we assume 
throughout that on each compact interval [0, L] c [0, + co) the solution 
of (1.4), (1.5) exists, is unique, and depends continuously on the initial data 
(cf. [8]). We now state the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. For 2<n<lO and p>pC or for nail and pC<p< 
[n - 2(n - 1)“2]/[n - 4 - 2(n - 1)“2] there is an unbounded increasing 
positive sequence {aL}, L E N such that for each L, if w is the solution of 
(1.4) and w(0) = aL, w’(0) = 0 then w(r) > 0 for all r > 0 and lim, _ o. w(r) = 0. 
Furthermore, 0 c w(r) < [(2(n - 2) p - 2n)/(p - 1)2 r2])1i(p-1)for all large r. 
This result extends the work of Troy [12] who proved the above result 
for n = 3 and 6 < p < 12. Also, the authors of [6] gave an explicit, smooth, 
decaying solution of (1.1) for p = 2 and 6 c n < 16. We note, however, that 
p = 2 for 6 < n c 16 is still in the range we gave in Theorem 1. In this paper 
we use similar methods to those of [12] but employ some new techniques 
which allow us to extend [12] to the range given in Theorem 1. We also 
show how the proof may be interpreted geometrically by using a dynamical 
system and give an explanation of how the odd restriction on the exponent 
appears. 
In Section 2 we give a proof of Theorem 1. In Section 3 we study the 
global behaviour of the solutions of (1.4), (1.5) and, in particular, we shall 
establish the following result. 
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THEOREM 2. Let n > 2 and p > pC ; then there exists no solution of (1.4), 
(1.5) such that 
lim W(T) = A- /P and w(r)& *Pp. 
r-m 
2. THE EXISTENCE RESULT 
In this section we consider only the exponent range given in Theorem 1 
unless otherwise stated. It is easy to verify that for n 2 2 and p > pC the 
problem (1.4) has the singular solution 
wO(r)= [(2(n-2)(p-1)-4)/(p-1)2r2]“(PP1). (2.1) 
It follows by substitution that w,Jr) is also a solution of the ordinary 
differential equation 
n-l 
v”+- v’+vP=O. (2.2) r 
It is well known (cf. [lo]) that the solution v of the differential equation 
(2.2) which has the initial value 
v(0) = 1, v’(0) = 0 (2.3) 
is positive and bounded for all r > 0, lim,+ o. v(r) =O, and u(r) intersects 
the function w,,(r) an infinite number of times (for the exponents given in 
Theorem 1). This leads us to define for solutions w  = w(r, a) of (1.4) (1.5) 
described by Troy [ 121 the set 
A,,= {a>/?PIw- w0 has at least 2L + 2 zeros before w  = O}. 
From the continuous dependence of solutions on the initial value one can 
easily deduce that Azr. is open. 
Let u(r) = w(aPCPP l)/* r)/t(, where w  is a solution of (1.4), (1.5); then u 
satisfies the ordinary differential equation 
n-l 
d’f- u’+ JuJ~-‘u--al--p 
r (;“‘+jg=oy (24) 
u(0) = 1, u’(0) = 0. 
We proceed to prove that A,, is open, nonempty, and unbounded for 
every positive integer L. First, we have the following 
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LEMMA 1. For every fixed A >O there exists a(n) > 0 such that for 
CI > a(J) the boundary value problem 
= 0, 
(2.5) 
4aS=O, u>OinB 
has no nontriviaE solution on B = {x E R” 1 1x1 6 3L). 
COROLLARY. For every fixed il >O the solution of (2.4) is positive on 
[0, I], ifcr is sufficiently large. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose to the contrary and without loss of 
generality we assume 
( A2(P + 2) > 
Il(P - 1) 
” (n-2)(p+l)-2n ’ 
We now define the two functions 
a1-P 
r;(x, u, q)- lq12/2+- 
2(P- 1) 
u2- lulp+‘/(p + l), 
(2.6) 
g(x, u, q) = y a1 -p; 
here q = (ql, . . . . q”), then the differential equation in (2.5) is equivalent to 
div F&x, a, VU) = F,(x, u, VU) + g(x, U, VU). (2.7) 
We shall now employ the following general Pohoiaev identity which is 
derived by Pucci and Serrin [ 1 l] and which we state precisely in the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Let u be a C2 solution of (2.6) defined in a bounded domain 
52 E l%” with u = 0 on the boundary %2 of Q. Then 
F(x,O,Vu)-gFq8(x,0,Vu) (h.v)ds 
I 1 
= SI F(x, a, Vu) div h + hiFX,(x, a, VU) R 
- g,z.+ug F,,(x, u,Vu) 
1 I 1 
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- a 
[ 
g F&(X’ u, Vu) + UFJX, u, Vu) 
-[hj~+au]g(x,u,vu)}dx; 
1 
here c1 and h are functions lying in C l(Q) n C(a) and repeated indices i and 
j are understood to be summed from 1 to n. 
For the proof of this result, see [ 111. 
Applying the above general Pohoiaev Identity with 01= const and h = x 
on B to our problem (written in the form of (2.7)) yields 
-- :$?, lW’a=jB[(~ ) -a IVUI’-~(‘-~ Ix.Vu12/2-aux.Vu 
+(;-a) cllPpu2/(p- ‘)+(a-*) z4p+‘]; 
if we take a = n/(p + 1) then we have 
-;b, (Vu12 ds 
= j i( B Y-2) w +(;-5) a1-pu2,(p- 1) 
-cc’-P~~+4~/2-n&~~~4’24/(p+1) dx 
1 
By our assumption on a we have, for the right hand side terms of the above 
inequality 
n-2 n 
----a’-Pjxl*/2 
2 P+l 
n-2 n 
’ 2 
-_-_ tn -;;i;++1;)-2n lx12 
P+l 
a(n-2)(p+ l)-2n (n-2)(p+ l)-2n,0 
2(p+l) - 2(p+2) 
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- I ux .Vu dx = - [div(xu2/2) - nu*/2] dx B s B 
n =- s 2 B u2 dx 2 0. 
Here the last identity follows from the boundary condition. So the right 
hand side of the above formula is positive since p > 1, but clearly the left 
hand side is nonpositive and we reach a contradiction. Therefore we have 
completed the proof of Lemma 1. 1 
Next we shall prove that the solutions of (2.4) and their first derivatives 
are uniformly bounded in the supremum norm on any fixed interval [IO, A] 
for all large a. In fact, we have the following 
LEMMA 3. For any A > 0, the solutions u(r, a) of(2.4), when a > a(l), are 
un$ormZy bounded in C’([O, A]). That is, there exists a function k(A) 
independent of a such that for all a > a(A) 
Mr, alI + b’(r, a)1 <k(A). 
Proof: From Lemma 1 we know that u(r, a) is positive on the interval 
[0, A.]. If we multiply the differential equation in (2.4) by r”-’ and 
integrate over [0, r] we have 
s 
r 
UJrn-l= _ s--uPdS+al-P 
0 
x 
s 
r [s”u’/~+s”-‘u/(p- l)] ds 
0 
=- 
s 
s”-‘upds+a1-ps”u/2~;) 
-;,(-&‘u,ds. (2.8) 
This yields 
u’rn ~ ’ < a1 ~ prnu/2. (*) 
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Integrating the above inequality and by noting that ~(0, a) = 1 we have 
0 <u Qexp(cc’-pr2/4). (2.9) 
If we substitute (2.7) into (*) and (2.8) we see that U’ is bounded from both 
above and below and there exists a function k(A) depending only on 1 such 
that lu’l <k(A). This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 1 
We observe that to prove A,, is nonempty and unbounded it is sufficient 
to prove that for c1 sufficiently large lu(r, c() - o(r)1 tends to zero uniformly 
for r E [0, A] as c1 tends to infinity because u intersects w0 an infinite 
number of times. Here as before, A is a fixed positive number and u is the 
solution of (2.3). For this end, we have 
LEMMA 4. Let A > 0 and suppose that a is sufficiently large; then the 
following inequality holds on [0, A]; 
lu(r, a) -.u(r)l < Mcc l-peM? ’ 
I 
s2e-Ms2 ds. 
0 
Where M= M(l) is a function depending only on 1. 
Proof: Suppose CI > a(i); then we may recast the ordinary differential 
problems (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) into the following integral forms which may 
be deduced by integrating the corresponding differential equations: 
Subtracting these two expressions and using the bound derived in Lemma 3 
we may deduce 
(u-u1 GM Jisi~-ul ds+a’-Pr2 . 1 
In an application of Gronwall’s Lemma, Hartman [7] then gives 
[U--o1 <Ma1-peMr2 s 
r 
s2e- Ms2 ds. 1 
0 
COROLLARY. A,, is open, nonempty, and unbounded for euery positive 
integer L. 
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Next we state a result which was first proved by Troy [ 121 and shows 
another property of the solutions of Problems (1.4), (1.5). 
LEMMA 5. If CI - BP > 0 is sufficiently small then h E w - w0 has at most 
two zeros before w = 0. 
Proof See Troy [12]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We observe that from the above Corollary we know 
that for any positive integer L, A,, is open, nonempty, and unbounded. 
So, if we combine this result with Lemma 5, we may now employ the 
argument of [ 121 to establish the desired results, but for simplicity we shall 
omit it here. 1 
We now show, for completeness, how the steps in our proof may be 
interpreted geometrically by formulating our problem as a dynamical 
system. We make the change of variables (described in Jones and Kipper 
C91) 
and 
a(t) = r4u, 
b(t) = ra+ ‘u’ 
t = log(r), 
where o = 2/(p - 1). The problem (1.4) is then transformed into the 
dynamical system 
da 
z=aa+b, 
db 
z=(o+2-n)+(aa+b)r*/2-a(aJPpL, 
dr 
z=r. 
The solution v of (2.2), (2.3) satisfies, correspondingly, 
da 
-=oa+b, 
dt 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
db 
~=(d+2-n)-alalPp1. 
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FIGURE 1 
The singular solution wO(r) is precisely the equilibrium point S= (a,, b,), 
where a,,= [0(n-2-o)]“‘PP1) and 6, = -croa,. It is easy to prove that for 
3 6 n < 10, S is a stable spiral for all p > pc. But when n > 11, S is a stable 
spiral only for exponents pc < p < [n - 2(n - 1)“2]/[n - 4 - 2(n - l)“‘], 
whereas for (2.10), a solution of ( 1.4, 5) corresponds to a solution trajec- 
tory of (2.10) which is asymptotic to (0, 0,O) as t + -co. Further, the 
singular solution We is precisely the trajectory T= (a,, b,, r), where 
a()= [o(n-2-o)]“‘P-‘) and b, = - (~a~. This curve is a straight line in 
the phase space R3 of (a, b, r). From Lemma 5 we may deduce that if the 
initial value 01 is close to bB the corresponding solution trajectory of (2.10) 
leaves the origin and loops once around T before intersecting the plane 
a = 0 at which point U(Y) = 0. Moreover, if GI is sufficiently large the implica- 
tions of the Corollary tell us that the corresponding solution trajectory 
may loop an arbitrary number of times around T. This behaviour is 
indicated in Fig. 1. The argument given in [ 121 says that we can obtain 
the desired solutions stated in Theorem 1 as we continuously deform the 
trajectory given when CI is small into that given when tl is large. 
3. THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF BOUNDED SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we prove the following result: 
THEOREM 3. Every bounded solution u of (1.4), (1.5) will tend to zero and 
for each bounded positive solution there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
u > Cr-21(p- ‘) for all r large. 
Remark. Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of the above result. 
The first step of our proof is to show that any bounded solution of (1.4), 
(1.5) will tend to zero as r + co. However, we first need the following two 
technical lemmas. 
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LEMMA 6. Let u be a bounded solution of ( 1.4) ( 1.5); then the first 
derivative u’(r) will tend to zero as r --f co. 
ProojI If we multiply Eq. (1.4) by ep’2’4r”p ’ and integrate over [r, R], 
R > r > 0, then we have 
u’(t) t”- ‘e- f2i411=~~Rg”le-‘z/4( - IuIPel u+-f--) ds. (3.1) 
As u is bounded we know that there exists a sequence { R,};O of numbers 
such that lu’(R,)I Q 1 and lim,+, R, = cc. Take R = R, on the left hand 
side of (3.1) and take the limit; then we have 
-U7r)rn-1e&4= 
s 
co 
r 
+,)P-lu+~ 
P-l 
This implies that 
I 
co 
y- le-214 - IuIp-l u+u 
-u’(r)= r P-l ) . 
ds 
r n- le-?/4 
Furthermore, we may deduce from L’HBpital’s rule that 
lim 
n- le-s2/4 ds 
n- l,-314 = 0. r-m r 
Thus, combining this result with the boundedness of u(r), we obtain the 
desired result and the proof is complete. 1 
LEMMA 7. If u is a solution of (1.4) (1.5) which is positive, bounded in 
[0, + co], and does not tend to zero as r + co, then there exist an infinite 
number of zeros of function u - BB. 
Proof Let us suppose the contrary; then u-j? will be either strictly 
positiver or negative for all large r. Let us assume that u--jIs <O for all 
r<r,-Jm ff 2 n 1 . I or some rl > r0 we have u’(rr) 2 0 then from Eq. (1.4) 
we obtain u” > 0 provided that u < /ID; then there must exist a point at 
which u = /IB and we reach a contradiction. This means u must be nonin- 
creasing and so, as u does not tend to zero, u tends to some positive con- 
stant C, 0 < C < /ID. From the proof of Lemma 6 we see that u’(r)r will tend 
to some negative constant and it follows that u will tend to minus infinity; 
this is clearly a contradiction. Thus we complete the proof of Lemma 7 for 
this case. A similar argument applies for the case u-b0 >O. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Firstly, we assume that u is a positive bounded 
solution of (1.4), (1.5). Suppose to the contrary that u does not tend to 
zero as r + co. Let E(r) denote the function 
From Eq. (1.4) we know that 
g(r)=(i--q) (u’(r))*>O, rare, 
and from Lemma 6 we have lim,, m u’(r) = 0. On the other hand, 
Lemma 7 implies that there exists a sequence {xn> ;” such that 
lim,+, x, = co and u - pp = 0 at each x,. As E(r) is nondecreasing this 
yields 
IU’(Xn+l )I ’ l~‘bz)l > 0, na 1. 
This is impossible, and this contradiction enables us to establish that 
lim, + oo u(r) = 0. For a general bounded solution u of (1.4), we know from 
the above proof that it cannot have an infinite number of points where u 
is equal to zero because E(r) is non-decreasing function of r and u’(r) tends 
to zero as r + co. So u(r) will be either strictly positive or negative for all 
r large. The above argument applies to the positive case and the negative 
case is similar. This establishes that for any bounded solution u of (1.4), 
(1.5), lim,, m u(r) = 0. 
We know from the above that u and U’ tend to zero as r + co, and from 
the proof of Lemma 7 we see that if u is positive for all r large, then U’ will 
be negative for all r large, so U” will not be negative for all r large. In fact, 
differentiating Eq. (1.4) gives 
and from this it is easy to deduce that U” > 0 for all r large. This implies, 
from Eq. (1.4) that 
integrating this inequality then yields 
1% w:, 2 - 1 - log(r2 - 2(n - l)), 
P--l 
r, rl large, 
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and so 
u> Cy-2/(P-l), C = const > 0 and r large. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 1 
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